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show that if 03C8 is orthogonal to the
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asymptotically bound to Vi(jc - vlt) or V2(x t
oo, then there are arbitrarily large positive times T such that the probability of finding the particle described by ~(~) near either of the scatterers
or V2(x is arbitrarily small. The analogous result holds
V1 (x v2.
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~
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-~ 2014

oo.

RESUME. 2014 Le modele du parametre

d’impact est decrit par 1’equation de

Schrodinger dependant du temps
avec

v1 ~ v2. En dimension n ~ 3,

on

montre que,

si 03C8

est

orthogonal

etats asymptotiquement lies dans les potentiels
ou V2(xquand t oo, alors il existe des temps T positifs arbitrairement grands,
tels que la probabilite de trouver la particule decrite par
pres des
ou
potentiels diffuseurs V1(x-v1t)
est arbitrairement petite.
Un resultat analogue vaut pour t -~ 2014 oo .
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In two body quantum scattering there is a result which distinguishes
bound states from scattering states in a geometric way. Roughly speaking,
this result states that the bound states are the only ones which do not
from time to time leave the region of space where the potential is large.
This was first proved by Ruelle [11], and then by Amrein and Georgescu [1 ].
Its importance was recognized by Enss [3 ]. Consequently, the result has
been dubbed the « RAGE Theorem » [9 ].
The RAGE Theorem played an important role in Enss’s original geometric proof of asymptotic completeness [9 ]. Subsequently several authors [[2]]
[3]] [4]] [5]] [9]] [7~]] [7~]] [17 ], and references thereinhave refined the Enss
method. The RAGE Theorem plays an important role in some versions,
but it is not explicitly used in others.
We prove a result analogous to the RAGE Theorem for the impact parameter approximation to three body scattering in three or more dimensions.
Rather than distinguish bound states from scattering states, our result
distinguishes between states in the different scattering channels [9]] for
this model. The time dependent Hamiltonian for this model is

where

Ho

mass m

=

2014

is 1. We

2014A and
assume

that the

~2- For convenience

potentials

we

will

assume

the

satisfy the following condi-

tion :
where 1 ð and
and
for some n ~ 3, such that

are

W,

real valued functions
for some s &#x3E;

on

n/2

[R"

(1)

functions whose
Here
denotes the Sobolev space [7~]of
weak first partial derivatives belong to
Under this hypothesis
and (H(t ) are self-adjoint on the domain of Ho. Furthermore ([72], Theorem 11.27; [7~]). condition (1) guarantees that
H2(t),and H(t) generate strongly continuous unitary propagators U 1(t, s), U 2(t, s), and U(t, s),
respectively. For H(t) this means
and is strongly continuous in (t, s) ;
oo
t, r, s
oo ;
and
where the derivative is understood as the strong derivative in the space

(1) U(t, s)
(2) U(t, s)
(3) if 03C8~D(H1/20),

is

=

unitary on
U(t, r)U(r, s) for
then U(t, s)

-

The analogous statements hold for H 1(t) and H2(t).
and H2(t) have only finitely many
Condition (1) also implies that
onto the span of the
eigenvalues, and the orthogonal projection
We
has
define
finite
rank
[9 ].
eigenfunctions
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It is not hard to prove
the wave operators

[15that condition (1) implies
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the existence of

The ranges of S~~ (s} are of the same dimension as the ranges of
is orthogonal to
dimensions are independent of s}. Ran
and
is orthogonal to Ran 03A9-2(s) [15 ]. The states
in Ran
or Ran
are those states at time s which are asymptoin the remote past or remote future, respectively.
tically bound to
Our main result is the following:

(whose

THEOREM 1.
Suppose V1 and V2 satisfy condition ( 1 ), and let x1
and x2 be characteristic functions of any two bounded subsets of
If
is orthogonal to Ran
Ran
then
EÐ
S22 (s),
-

Heuristically this result shows that a particle whose motion is governed
nor
by H(t) and which is asymptotically bound to neither
V2(X - v2t) must move away from both potentials at some large times.
In contrast, it is easy to prove that modulo arbitrarily small errors, the
asymptotically bound states stay near one potential or the other at large
times. Thus, we have characterizations of the different scattering channels
for H(t).
Due to the lack of energy conservation in the impact
we
model
have not been able to prove a theorem of this sort
parameter
for 1 or 2 dimensions. In three or more dimensions we have been able
to make use of the diffusion effects of the free Schrodinger propagator
to overcome this difficulty.
REMARKS 1.

-

2. We hope that Theorem 1 will help provide an « Enss method » type
of asymptotic completeness for the impact parameter model. The
lack of energy conservation has so far prevented us from finding such a proof.

proof

3. The presently available asymptotic completeness theorem [6J [7J]]
for the impact parameter model has a shortcoming. One must assume there
are no zero energy resonances or zero energy bound states for HI or H2
in order to apply the theorem. Yajima has pointed out to us privately
that if HI and H2 both have zero energy resonances, then H(t) should
have a bound state for each t which is asymptotically absorbed into the
continuum as t -~ + oo. One might conjecture that asymptotic completeness fails in this case due to the presence of this extra bound state, but
Theorem 1 strongly suggests that asymptotic completeness still holds.
Vol. XXXVIII, n° 1-1983.
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4. The RAGE Theorem is a stronger type of result than Theorem 1
in the sense that it states that if 03C6 is orthogonal to the bound states of
H

=

Ho

+

V, then

inf ~ -itHe03C6

follows that lim
and is the

one

to

II dt

2TJ -T

tends to

zero

as

T ~

oo.

III = O. This second result is the useful one

which Theorem 1 is

It

[3 ],

analog.

an

5. The variable s which appears in Theorem 1 plays a non-essential role,
for any s
since U(s’, s) maps Ran
isomorphically onto Ran
and s’. In our proofs we will take s
0.
=

Since
has no t dependence in one frame of reference and V2(t)
has no t dependence in a different frame, we will find it useful to work in
both frames. To minimize the resulting confusion which might arise we
will use superscripts (1) and (2) to indicate that we are working in frames
in which Vl(t) and V2(t), respectively, are time dependent. For example
is time independent
U 1(t, s) is generated by H1(t). In the frame in which
we denote the corresponding propagator by
where
E
and
H11 Ho + V1(x). For 03C6 E H, the corresponding
are related by simple time dependent unitary transformations.
To prove Theorem 1 we need two preliminary results. The first one
contains most of the hard work. The second is required because of the lack
of energy conservation.
=

=

Assume V 1 and V 2 satisfy condition ( 1). Suppose A(t)
and B(t) are compact operator valued functions such that A~1~(t) and 8~2~(t)
are both independent of t. If 03C6 ~ H is orthogonal to Ran
03A9±2(0).
then
PROPOSITION 2.

~ ..

Proof. 2014

-

~ ~ p A / , BT T! , !11 1 ~ ~~

Consider

without loss of

~ + ~ and 03C6 is orthogonal
is similar. We may assume
1, and for convenience we set

only the case in which t
The other

to

generality that II 03C6~

case
=

U~(~0)~~ and C~~2~(t) U~(~0)~.
We may rewrite the conclusion to the proposition
=

=

as

denote the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal compleRan ~2 ~ ~ 1 ~(t) in ~’~ 1 ~, and let E22~(t) denote the orthogonal proin ~~2~. Since
onto
the orthogonal complement of
jection
we
can rewrite
and
is orthogonal to both
as
the conclusion again
Let

ment

of
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Assume this is false. Then the quantity inside the brackets must be greater
than some G &#x3E; 0 for all t greater than some So &#x3E; 0. Using the canonical
form for compact operators [7, Theorem VI.17], we see that there exist
four finite orthonormal
[3~1)}, { ~n2~ ~, ~ ~~2~ ~, and two finite
of
sequences
non-negative numbers 03BBn, n(1 ~ n ~ N), such that
N

are

we

N

both less than

E/4.

Since

consequently have

for all t &#x3E; So.
From this it follows that

for all

Vol.

t &#x3E;

So,

XXXVIII,

or

equivalently

n° 1-1983.

t &#x3E;

So implies
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Since

for all t

and ,un

are

bounded, we therefore have

So and some s’ &#x3E; 0.
By examining the proof of existence
&#x3E;

of the wave operators [7~]] it is
and E2 ~(t) converge strongly to
and E~2&#x3E; as t -&#x3E; oc,
easy to see that
where
is
the
onto
the
respectively,
projection
orthogonal complement
of the bound states of H J
As a consequence there exists
Ho +
S1 &#x3E; So such that t &#x3E; S1 implies
=

For each 11 consider
H 1 and H 2

teness for

[3]]

we can

and
By
find t1,n such that

asymptotic comple-

and
If t/1 E D(H1)
is continuous in
D(Ho), then
the Hilbert space D(H1) with norm ~03C8~D(H1)
where
II (H1 +
is bounded from
c &#x3E; 2014 inf ((H1). Condition (1) guarantees that
D(H1) to
L~(~) [8], and V~): D(H1) ~ ~~ clearly converges
strongly to zero as t ~ 00. With this information and the formula
=

=

=

=

one

to
to

easily sees that for each integer j,
as T0 ~ oo . Similarly,

eijT1H
1

as

To ~

oo.

To +./Ti) converges strongly

converges strongly
As a consequence, we can choose To &#x3E; S1 so large that
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(Here

K is

fixed, but arbitrarily large;l and j

increasing To

if necessary,

we can

are

integers). Similarly by

conclude that

Let

and
N

As

a

consequence of inequality

BJ = [To, oo), and

(2) we have
n= 1

at least one of the sets An,
+ TB, To + 2T1, ...

Bn must contain at least K points of the form
, To + 2NKT1 (since there are 2N sets which
contain these 2NK + 1 points). Without loss of generality we may assume
that the set An for some fixed n contains the points

To, To

for 1 j K, by the definition of An. However, the vectors
almost orthogonal set in the sense that

form

an

Since K is arbitrarily large, 5 is arbitrarily small, E" &#x3E; 0 is independent
of K and £5, and ~03B3(1)j~
1 for 1 ~ j
K, we can conclude that jj
is arbitrarily large by virtue of inequalities (3) and (4). This contradicts
our
assumption ~03C6(0)~ 1, and the proposition is proved. /
=

Remark. 2014 In the last step of the above proof we used the fact that no
vector ~ of norm 1 can have a large (i. e. greater than 8" in absolute value)
inner product with a large number (K) of elements
of an almost orthogonal set of vectors whose norms are at most 1. This fact is intuitively
obvious, but we have not been able to find a simple proof of it. The only
proof we know involves the use of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on
the
to produce an orthogonal set of vectors, all of which have
large
(i. e. bounded below in absolute value by 8’" &#x3E; 0 which depends on 8"
and ð) inner products with
This proof is extremely tedious !
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x22~ : ~~2~ ~ ~c2~ be multiplication by characteristic functions of bounded
subsets of
Assume VI and V2 satisfy condition (1). For
the corresponding ~~ 1 ~ ~ ~~ 1 ~ and ~~2~ E ~~2~ satisfy

each 03C6~H

and

Proof

2014 Consider

The first term

(1to zero as 8

on

only

the

the first result. Proof of the second is similar.

right

commutes with
~

hand side tends to

zero as G

and (1 -

-~

0 because

converges

0. The second term is dominated

strongly

by

for all r in a neighCondition (1) forces VI and V2 to belong to
borhood of n (see [7J], page 154). Consequently we can use a standard
argument (see [70], pages 154-155) to prove that the integrand on the
right hand side of (5) is dominated by a fixed L1 function of s, independent
of 8 and t. Briefly, that argument goes as follows : The operator ~(1)1 is bounded
from L2 to Lp for 1 ~ 2. The operator ( 1
maps Lp
values
suitable
For
1.
2
and
into Lq for 1 _ p
of q, V~ 1 ~(t - s)
1/p + 1/q
maps Lq into L2 with uniformly bounded norm. By keeping track of the s
and 8 dependence one sees that the integrand on the right hand side of (5)
is dominated by a fixed L 1 function of s, independent of t and 8. Furthermore,
these estimates and a density argument show that we need only prove that
the right hand side of (5) tends to zero as ~ ~ 0 under the additional assumpHenceforth we make this assumption.
tion that V1 and V2 belong to
need
we
dominated
only show that the integrand on
convergence,
By
the right hand side of (5) tends to zero pointwise as 8 -~ 0. This integrand
is bounded by the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
-

=
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where

Applying the dominated convergence theorem again, one sees that the right
hand side of (6) tends to zero as G
0 for each t and s. This proves the
proposition /
Proof of Theorem 1. 2014 Let ~ &#x3E; 0. Choose 5 by Proposition 3 so small
~

that I
than E/2. Since

~ and ~ ~(2)2(1-g(2)03B4(H0))03C6(2)(t)~
and

x22~g~2}(Ho)

are

both less
and hence,

are

Hilbert-Schmidt,

compact operators, it follows from Proposition 2 that
Thus.
This

implies the

t

-~

oo

part of the theorem. The t

-~

2014

oo

part is similar.
N
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